EnrichIt!

After School
November 2013 to June 2014
Preschool to Adults

Lego Robotics
Monkeynastix
Public Speaking
Quran Program
Mad Science
Leadership
Visual Arts
Basketball
Aerospace
Conflict Resolution
Critters
Spiral Sandwiches
Drawing
Dazzling Dips & Spreads
Teddy Bear Factory
Sensational Sushi
Gymnastics

Clay Sculpture
Creative Writing
Edible Decorations
Xbox & Video Game Creation
Women's Only Fitness
Chocolate Heaven
Yoga for Kids
Cooking & Nutrition
JungleSports
Computer Animation Cartoons
Spectacular Smoothies
Skiing
Snowtubing
December Break Camp
March Break Camp
ww
and more!
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Programs open to everyone! See our full catalogue online.
Register at www.enrich-it.ca
Various locations in Mississauga. Most courses offered at:
Olive Grove School 2300 Speakman Drive Mississauga, ON L5K 1B4
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'
Session''

Day(s)'
Timings'
'Sessions'
Day(s)'
Total'
Mon'to'
4:00'pm'to'
Vary'by'
Mondays'to'Thursdays'each'month'
$70''
Quran'Program'
Thurs'
5:00'pm'
month'
'
(SK'to'Grade'8)'
This after-school program is taught by certified Tajweed instructors. Students are placed in classes based on their levels. In
level 1, students memorize Surahs starting from the end of the Quran with Tajweed. In levels 2 and 3, students memorize
Surahs with Tajweed lessons in every class. Level 4 students have one class of Tajweed and 3 classes of memorization
every week. Annual pricing is available, contact info@olivegroveschool.ca for details.!!
Women’s'Fitness'Class'
Mon'&'
7:30'pm'to'
Vary'by'
Mondays'and'Wednesdays'each'
$20'
Wed'
8:30'pm'
month'
month'
(16'years'and'older)'
This women’s only fitness class provides an environment to improve your strength, flexibility, stamina and strength. Each
week a range of exercises are conducted in a safe and welcoming class to achieve your very best.!
Chocolate'Heaven'
Mon'
4:15'pm'to''
1'
November'19'
$12'
Tues'
5:45'pm'
1'
February'25'
$12'
(Grade'2'and'up)'
Tues'
1'
April'15'
$12'
Enjoy creating the yummiest and most creative chocolate lollipops and chocolate candies! Students will be taught how to
make the most scrumptious and colourful chocolates! They will learn how to decorate the lollipops and chocolate candies
by painting them with colourful melted candy melts and/or sprinkling them with edible glitter and sprinkles. The options
are endless; make chocolate flowers, soccer balls, basketballs, fruits, letters, animals, and much more! Take home a bag of
milk and white decorative chocolates for a dessert everybody will love!
Spectacular'Smoothies''
Tues'
4:00'pm'to'
1'
November'26'
$10'
5:00'pm'
(Grades'1'and'up)'
In this class learn how to make a smoothie that can be a nutritious and convenient snack. With just a few ingredients,
children will be on their way to creating a delicious drink in a variety of flavours. !
Conflict'Resolution'Workshop'
Thurs'
4:00'pm'to'
1'
November'26'
$15'
Tues'
5:00'pm'
March'25'
$15'
(6'–'12'years'old)'
By developing a deeper awareness of themselves, their peers and their environment through the study of Conflict Analysis
and Resolution, the Total Empowerment Network will empower registrants to build the Inner Strength and Self-Worth to
stand their ground when needed and how to evade and escape conflict when needed. Areas covered include personal
safety, self defence, bullying, social violence, how to detect and evade predators, how to self-motivate, how to stay calm
and grounded in the face of conflict and how to resolve conflict without first resorting to physical means.
Teddy'Bear'Factory'
Thurs'
4:00'pm'to'
1'
November'28'
$15/'
5:00'pm'
$20'
(JK'and'up)'
Choose an unstuffed cuddly friend, stuff it, make a special rainbow wish, name it with your own personalized birth
certificate, and then take it! A variety of animals are available with a personalized t-shirt. Join us for this workshop by
Stuff-It Animals Creations of fluff and fantastic fun! Small 8 inch animals are $15 and the large 16 inch animals are $20.!
Spiral'Sandwiches'
Tues'
4:00'pm'to'
1'
December'3'
$10'
5:00'pm'
(Grades'1'and'up)'
Give your boring lunch a fun twist by learning how to make spiral sandwiches. Create your own sandwich with fresh
ingredients and learn to make your traditional sandwich into a more fun and tasty experience.
Critters'
Tues'
4:00'pm'to''
1'
December'3'
$13'
5:00'pm'
(3'years'old'and'up)'
Students will attend a “Critters” show and see a variety of species such as a snake, lizard, spider, a turtle and
rabbit. Students are encouraged to learn about the critters up close but not touch unless they want to. Animals will be
brought out one at a time and a few fun facts will be provided about each one.
Monkeynastix'
Wed'
4:00'pm'to''
3'
December'4,'11,'18'
$44'
4:45'pm'
4'
January'8,'15,'22,'29'
$58'
(JK'to'Grade'2)''
'
February'5,'12,'19,'26'
$58'
March'5,'19,'26'
$44'
April'2,'9,'16,'23,'30'
$58'
May'7,'14,'21,'28'
$58'
Students will explore and discover the world through their senses and their bodies with a fun and exciting movement
education program run by a qualified instructor from Monkeynastix. The very popular program builds self-image and selfconfidence through the individual success they achieve using specialized equipment. Each week builds a different skill.
JungleSport'
Mon'
4:00'pm'to''
2'
December'9,'11'
$20'
Wed'
5:00'pm'
'
'
'
Group'1:''Grades'1'to'3'
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Tues'
4:00'pm'to''
2'
December'10,'12'
$20'
Thurs'
5:00'pm'
Watch the Olive Grove School gym get transformed into a one of a gym jungle gym! Encourage a healthy lifestyle and
enjoy the journey of swinging vines, rock climbing, rickety bridges, snaky ladders, zip lines, giant swings, spider's webs,
and more in a safe and controlled environment!
Sensational'Sushi''
Tues'
4:00'pm'to'
1'
December'10'
$10'
5:00'pm'
(Grades'1'and'up)'
Tired of the same old lunch everyday. In this class you will learn to make rice rolls and sushi with a variety of fresh
ingredients. Children will make, roll and taste their unique creations.
Dazzling'Dips'&'Spreads''
Tues'
4:00'pm'to'
1'
December'17'
$10'
5:00'pm'
(Grades'1'and'up)'
Create your own interesting variety of spreads and dips for your crackers and vegetables. Healthy and easy to make these
dips can be a great addition to your next party with friends and family!
Winter'EnrichIt!'Camp'
'
9:00'am'to'
5'
December'30,'31,'January'2,'3'
$100'
4:00'pm'
(JK'to'Grade'6)'
A winter camp designed for all ages and interests! Students will take part in sports, arts, crafts and Islamic studies
activities. A field trip and lunch programs are available at an additional cost.
Aerospace'''
Fri'
4:00'pm'to'
8'
January'10,'17,'24,'31,''
$200'
5:00'pm'
February'7,'14,'21,'28,''
(Grade'1'and'up)'
Logics Aerospace workshops are filled with exciting and educational projects applicable to flight. Students will construct
their flying objects while applying the knowledge of forces causing movement, structures and stability. They will discover
and recreate the inventions of the Wright Brothers using their unique and innovative ideas. In addition to building,
students will conduct tests to investigate the advantages and drawbacks to their creations and make modifications. Taking
their inventions outside of the classroom and beyond! No class on February 14.
Lego'Robotics'
Wed'
4:00'pm'to'
8'
'
January'15,'22,'29,''
$175'
5:00'pm'
February'5,'12,'19,'26,'March'5'
(Grades'1'to'8)'
Have you ever wondered how a car works? A cell phone? Flying machines of all types? Logics Academy's Robotics
workshops will engage and educate you in the world of sensors, gears, motors and computer control through exciting
hands-on activities. You will learn about mechanisms of all kind, both electronics and pneumatics and you will also be
introduced to several energy sources, including wind and solar power. Bring your own creativity into the classroom where
you will be able to design and build your own moving machines. Get ready to have fun testing and competing with your
creations. This amazing, one of a kind program is delivered by Logics Academy, a leader in robotics and aerospace
educational enrichment activities. This program will provide students with the understanding of Technology and
Engineering principles through fun and exciting workshops!
Computer'Animation'Cartoons' Tues'
4:00'pm'to'
8'
January 14, 21, 28,
$175'
5:30'pm'
February 4, 11, 18, 25, March 4
(6'to'11'years'old)'
This is a partnership program with Kids Great Minds. Come unleash your imagination in this program by creating your own
animated cartoon movie. You will be guided step-by-step, using your own voice and funny special effect sounds in a
computerized environment, as you create and watch your cartoon come to life. This course develops logical and motor
skills, stimulating creativity and self-expression. At the end of the program children will bring home their animated movie.
Leadership'Workshop'
Tues'
4:00'pm'to'
5'
January 21, 28, February 4, 11, 18'
$120'
5:30'pm'
(Grades'3'to'6)'
The Kids 4 Kids Leadership Program has become Canada’s best leadership program for school aged children. Using
cooperative games, stories, role plays and discussions, best selling author Scott Graham captivates and inspires children to
pursue their personal best. Topics will include: Characteristics of a Leader: Integrity, Initiative, Responsibility, Respect,
Anti bullying strategies, anger management, peer pressure and homework strategies that work. (No class on October 15th)!
Stand'Up'and'Speak'
Mon'
4:00'pm'to''
4'
January'23,'30,'February'6,'13'
$50'
'
5:00'pm'
'
'
'
'
'
'
'
'
'
Group'1:'Grades'1'to'3'
Fri'
4:00'pm'to''
4'
March'20,'27,'April'3,'10'
$50'
Group'2:'Grades'4'to'8'
5:00'pm'
Do you get tongue tied, have sweaty palms and at times really nervous to speak? Learn the art of impromptu speaking and
gathering your thoughts so you can remain cool, calm and confident at all times! Join us for public speaking training where
you will learn how to eliminate signs of nervousness, how to gather your thoughts quickly and sensibly and learn the
simple template of writing a good speech. Gaining confidence can be a lot of fun! This workshop is regularly $90!
'
Group'2:''Grades'4'to'8'
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Basketball'Skills'Camp'
Mon'
4:00'pm'to'
8'
January'27,'February'3,'10,'24,'
$85'
5:30'pm'
March'3,'17,'24,'31'
(Grades'4'to'8)'
Get trained by a coach taught by NCAA trainers all the skills needed for being an effective basketball player. A variety of
techniques and skills will be taught including improving conditioning and fitness.
Creative'Writing'
Mon'
4:00'pm'to'
4'
January'27,'February'3,'10,'24'
$50'
Mon'
5:00'pm'
4'
March'3,'17,'24,'31'
$50'
(Grades'4'to'6)'
Learn all the tools of creative writing by a professional in the convenience of an after school program! Students will take
part in a 4 week session and have the opportunity to be published in MY (Muslim Youth) Voice magazine which aims to
present the message of Islam to Canadian Muslim youth in a manner that is relevant, engaging and inspiring.
Yoga'for'Kids'
Thurs'
4:00'pm'to'
2'
January'23,'30'
$30*'
5:00'pm'
4'
February'6,'13,'20,'27,'March'6''
$85'
(Grade'1'and'up)'
4'
April'10,'17,'24,'May'1,'8'
$85'
Would you like calm and relaxed children? Have your child join our program to learn fun activities and games that allow
them to stretch their bodies and their minds. Brain Gym exercises are also incorporated into the activities, which help
children improve focus and concentration. Using the foundation of healthy yoga stretching, we add fun games to get kids
moving, and fun academic activities to develop their minds. Have your child feel nurtured by a health and wellness
professional, with a Kid’s Yoga Teacher Training Certificate. These classes focus on fostering calm, centered and confident
children, through fun exercises that benefit the body and the mind. *Introductory rate
Mad'Science:'(Grades'1'to'6)'
Fri'
4:00'pm'to'
8'
January'24,'31,''
$140'
5:00'pm'
February'7,'14,'21,'28,'March'7,'14'
Crazy'Chemworks'
As real Mad Scientists, students will learn to manipulate laboratory equipment, slide down the colourful pH scale and
create a tiny world of atoms. Students will be wowed by polymers, in our popular SLIME class!!! They will probe the
properties of light as well as explore unusual applications of glow-in-the-dark technology! Children will stick it to the walls
as they explore super sticky stuff. Topics: Lab Works, Jr. Reactors, PH Phactor, Slime Time, The Glow Show, Super Sticky
Stuff, Matter of Fact, Chem in a Flash
Mad'Science:'Young'Explorers'
Fri'
4:00'pm'to'
8'
January'24,'31,''
$140'
5:00'pm'
February'7,'14,'21,'28,'March'7,'14'
(JK'and'SK)'
These fun, hands-on, one-hour science programs spark imaginative learning. Children engage in exciting hands-on
activities, watch spectacular demonstrations, participate in inquiry-based discussions and take home things that they have
made themselves. Topics: Bugs, Dinos, Animal Friends, Human Body, Listen Closely, Mad Seasons, Common Senses,
Weather Wonders
Edible'Decorations'
Wed'
4:00'pm'to'
2'
February'5,'12'
$22'
Wed'
5:00'pm'
2'
February'19,'26'
(Grade'3'and'up)'
In this scrumptiously creative class learn to make beautiful bouquets and baskets using fruits and vegetables along with
other creative healthy eating ideas. After every class, take home your delicious creation to share with your family.
March'Break:'Leadership'Camp' Mon'to'
9:00'am'to'
5'
March'10,'11,'12,'13,'14'
$225'
Fri'
4:00'pm'
(JK'to'Grade'6)'
Mornings: This leadership camp will focus on all the traits of building leadership skills including public speaking and
gaining confidence. The ability to lead effectively is based on a number of key skills. These skills are highly sought after as
as effective leadership involves dealing with people in such a way as to motivate, enthuse and build respect. In the
afternoons, there will be arts, crafts and Islamic studies. Field trip on Wednesday is included. Lunch program and
extended care is available at an additional cost. Contact camps@olivegroveschool.ca
March'Break:'Sports'Camp'
Mon'to'
9:00'am'to'
5'
March'10,'11,'12,'13,'14'
$200'
Fri'
4:00'pm'
(JK'to'Grade'6)'
Mornings: This sports camp full of fun and fitness will have a different sport focused on and played each day. Basketball,
soccer, karate and more, th is camp is sure to engage and excite kids of all ages and interests. Field trip on Wednesday is
included. Lunch program and extended care is available at an additional cost. Contact camps@olivegroveschool.ca
March'Break:'Lego'Robotics'
Mon'to'
9:00'am'to'
5'
March'10,'11,'12,'13,'14'
$250'
Fri'
4:00'pm'
(JK'to'Grade'6)'
Mornings: This amazing, one of a kind program, is delivered by Logics Academy, a leader in robotics and aerospace
educational enrichment activities. This program will provide students with the understanding of Technology and
Engineering principles through fun and exciting workshops! Have you ever seen a plane and wondered how it flies, how a
rocket blasts off or how a robot works on its own? These workshops teach the principals and physics behind moving
machines, sensors, gears, motors and control through exciting hands-on activities. Bring your own creativity into the
classroom where you will be able to design and build your own rockets, airplanes, hovercrafts and electronic devices. Get
ready to have fun testing and launching your creations. See logicsacademy.com for more information. In the afternoons,
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there will be arts, crafts and Islamic studies. Field trip on Wednesday is included. Lunch program and extended care is
available at an additional cost. Contact camps@olivegroveschool.ca
March'Break:'Mad'Science'
Mon'to'
9:00'am'to'
5'
March'10,'11,'12,'13,'14'
$225'
Fri'
4:00'pm'
(JK'to'Grade'6)'
Mornings: Join us for a week full of creations, chemistry and cameras! Work together with your fellow engineers to build
the best bridge in our shake, rattle and roll challenge. Turn your daily newspaper into a four foot high Geodesic Dome
that you can sit in with your friends. Explore the world of birds and beasts with bird house building and our super bug
investigation. Mix, mash and brew concoctions to create cool sidewalk chalk and bath fizzers during a day in the
chemistry lab. Discover the wonders of photography as you study cameras, light and colours. Camp-Day Themes
include: Jr. Engineers, Machine Mania, Crazy Chemistry, The Birds & The Beasts, Shutterbugs. In the afternoons, there will
be arts, crafts and Islamic studies. Field trip on Wednesday is included. Lunch program and extended care is available at
an additional cost. Contact camps@olivegroveschool.ca
Xbox'and'PC'Video'Game'
Tues'
4:00'pm'to'
8'
March'17,'24,'31,''
$250'
5:30'pm'
April'7,'14,'28,'May'5,'12'
Creation'(ages'8'to'12)'
This is a partnership program with Kids Great Minds. Would you like to create your own X-Box or PC games? This course is
oriented for students with no previous knowledge of programing and does not use a single line of code. We use a new
visual programming language made specifically for creating games. It is designed to be accessible for children and
enjoyable for anyone. At the end of this course, students will be able to run their own games on a PC and X-Box.
Mad'Science'(JK'and'SK)'
Fri'
4:00'pm'to'
8'
April'25,'May'2,'9,'16,'23,'30,''
$140'
5:00'pm'
June'6,'13'
Junior'Adventurers'
These fun, hands-on, one-hour science programs spark imaginative learning. Children engage in exciting hands-on
activities, watch spectacular demonstrations, participate in inquiry-based discussions and take home things that they have
made themselves. Topics: Fluttering Birds, Sea Sand & Surf, Lights On, Worms, Shapes and Structures, Healthy Choices,
Science of Music, Water Works
Mad'Science'(Grades'1'to'6)'
Fri'
4:00'pm'to'
8'
April'25,'May'2,'9,'16,'23,'30,''
$140'
5:00'pm'
June'6,'13'
World'of'Wowology'
Examining the world children interact with is an ideal way to explain complex scientific principles. Students will learn all
about the science of flight and the forces that are involved in the process. Children will discover the basic scientific
principles of magic and see how almost everything can be logically explained. Their reasoning skills will be put to the test
as they become Junior Engineers, building and testing magnificent structures! We explore the amazing properties of water
in a class called Wacky Waves, which is always a "splashing" success. Topics: Current Events, Fundamental Forces,
Mission Nutrition, Science of Magic, Stunt Planes, Super Structures, Under Pressure, Wacky Waves.
!
!

EnrichIt! for Families!
!
!
Ski'at'Ski'Snow'Valley'
Mon'
9:00'am'to'
1'
January'20'
$55'
6:00'pm'
INCLUDES'BUSSING'
(6'years'and'up)'
An opportunity to enjoy a recreational winter sport at Ski Snow Valley in Barrie! The cost of this trip includes
transportation (coach bus) to and from OGS, equipment rental (helmet, skis and boots), lift tickets and ski time. Each child
must be registered with an adult for supervision. This is a $78 value offered to OGS at a group rate.
Snowtubing'at'Ski'Snow'Valley' Mon'
9:00'am'to'
1'
January'20'
$45'
6:00'pm'
INCLUDES'BUSSING'
(42”'inch'height'and'up)'
An opportunity to enjoy a recreational winter sport at Ski Snow Valley in Barrie! The cost of this trip includes
transportation (coach bus) to and from OGS and all day of snowtubing. Each child must be registered with an adult for
supervision.!
!

'
Activities'may'change'without'notice'

Enticing
Engaging
Exciting...
It's EnrichIt!
One of a kind programming for preschoolers to adults!
Look at some of the pros working with EnrichIt!

EnrichIt! is a program for all children, parents and families! It strives to enrich education
through a wide variety of fun and interactive experiences. The advantage of enhancing the
theory with hands-on learning methods is that students grasp difficult concepts more easily
when they are having fun and seeing the theory bloom into something they created. EnrichIt!
helps build communities by providing a safe and welcoming environment.
EnrichIt! activities may change without notice.
www.enrich-it.ca

